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In the past eight years there has been an interest in the properties
of surface electromagnetic waves, arising in a medium with dielectric constants
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depending on the strength of the electric field [11. The purpose of the present
research is to show

that

the

account

of

the nonlinear elasticity of solids

nay result in the appearance of a new type of surface acoustic waves which
near boundary localization is entirely due to the nonlinear
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ABSTRACT
It is shown that in nonlinear elastic semi-infinite medium
possessing a property of self focusing of shear waves , besides bulk
non-linear shear waves, new surface acoustic waves exist, localization
of which near the boundary is entirely due to nonlinear effects.

effects as for

the electromagnetic waves mentioned above.
The quadratic non-linearity generating the second and higher harmonics is
typical for surface and bulk acoustic waves in solids [2,3]. A different
situation occurs for th« pure shear waves. The shear wave does not generate the
second harmonic wave with transverse polarization in unbounded homogeneous
isotropic media [2]. This property allows us to consider the cubic nonlinearity in the equation of motion for shear waves similar to that for the
nonlinear electromagnetic waves.
Consider the propagation of a pure shear wave along a. free surface of
a homogeneous isotropic half space. Let the polarization of the wave be
parallel to the surface,
i.e. the wave is of the so-called SH-polarization
(shear horizontal). If the Medium is linear, the boundary conditions of the
elastic stress absence on the surface are satsified by bulk SH wave alone. However) the bulk wave is known [4J to be unstable and may become a surface
wave under a snail change in the parameters of the problem (for instance, under
piezoelectric effect in medium for Gulyaev-Bleustein waves or additional layer
on surface in the case of Love waves). What happens to these bulk SH waves
if we take into account the non-linearity of real elastic solids?
The equation of notion and the boundary condition of the elastic stress
absence on a free boundary of solids with nonlinear elasticity taken into
account have the form (see [5])
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The subscripts denote differentiations by variables x,z,t; a - (A + 2u}/2 +
4(2B + 3C + 4F); A,u are i W constants; B.C.F are nonlinear elasticity constants
[51, p is the mss of the medium. Eqs.(l) and (2) are written down for the case when
the wave propagates along x axis, the displacement vector v is directed along
y axis and z axis of Cartesian co-ordinates x,y,z is
directed
along
the normal to the surface
z = 0.
The
same
equations
(1) and
(2) also follow from formulas (4.7)-(4.9) obtained by Maradudin [6] for the
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case of anisotropic media with cubic symmetry after transition to isotropic
limit.

k 2 - 3ak 4 u 2 /(8u)

(5)

We look for a solution of Eq.(l) which in a linear case transforms
into the well-known solution for bulk waves in half space with free surface.
Hence we can use only one variant of the boundary condition (2): v

• 0. We

to

assume that the solution of the Eq.(l) has the form of a harmonic wave
propagating along the surface with frequency

where

IU, i.e. v » u(z) sin(wt-kx+^p).

Neglecting the interaction of the fundamental frequency wave with higher
harmonics as for the electromagnetic waves [7] we can get an equation for u(z)

u

- u(z « 0) .

The additional term in the dispersion relation (5) due

nonlinearity of the medium happens to be exactly twice smaller than that for

bulk waves.

The smaller value of this

nonlinear contribution is understand-

able if one takes into consideration the decrease of the vibration amplitude
of the surface wave with the distance from the boundary
The solution of Eq.(5) for the phase velocity
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v , corresponding

to the solution for the bulk shear waves in the linear case, has the form
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As in the linear case this equation has a solution in the form of
bulk waves for which

= u
= 0 at all z. From that,after substitution
z
zz
into Eq.(3), we find the dispersion relation for nonlinear bulk shear

waves, k

u

= k 2 - 3otk u /(4u), where

k

» u p/u .

These bulk waves are the

solutions of the boundary problem both for a half space and for a plate with
free parallel faces and arbitrary thickness,
cases zero.

If

the wave velocity

since

u

™ u/k

is decreasing

with

*= p/u/p' is the velocity of the small amplitude bulk shear wave.

v

follows from this foraula that at

U^ < -2u/(3ok£), a < 0, v

It

is real, i.e.

Eq.(4) has actually asolution in the form of harmonic waves travelling along
7
1
the X axis. The case u > -2u/{3ak ) will not be considered here because then
non-linear contributions become larger than the linear terms and Eq.(3) is not valid.

is always in these

a < 0 , as it follows from the dispersion equation,
v

where

the

The simple expressions for phase and group (v ) velocities of surface nonlinear waves are obtained from Eq.(6) if their amplitudes are small

amplitude,

so the self focusing effect for the bulk shear waves is possible in such a
medium.

Further, we will assume that

a < 0.

This case may be quite

realistic with the account of the experimental data obtained by Nakagawa [8].

v

3ak 2 Ug/(16u),

p/vt

ku

We will now show that besides the bulk shear waves specific surface
shear waves exist in the
multiply Eq.(3) by

u^

nonlinear self focusing solids.
and integrate it over

z.

For that we

As a result we find the

The dispersion

appeared

first integral of this equation

accepted here.

is a constant of the integration.

•f Eq.(A) the condition
that

C = 0.

u = u

nonlinearity

of the medium creates more

It is necessary to note that for the higher harmonics the

(4)

strong influence on them by the wave of fundamental frequency.
To determine

C

to

dispersion will be somewhat different from that determined by (7) owing to the

[3kV - 2kV(uz)2 -

- (k 2 -k 2 )u 2

where

due

favourable conditions for the validity of the monochromatic approximation

=0

must be satisfied at z » ».

The boundary condition

u

=0

the

dependence

of

the wave amplitude on a depth,

For a surface wave solution

at

z = 0

From

it is convenient to rewrite Eg..(4) in terms of dimensionless variables Z, U, e,
= z „

and Eq.(4) enables

us to get the exact dispersion relation for nonlinear surface shear waves

Then (4) takes the form

(of course, assuming the validity of the approximate equation (3))
- (l-E 2 U 2 )(dU/dZ) 2 - U 2 (l-U 2 )]
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(8)

From Eq.(8) it is easy to find the dependence Z(U).
Z < 0

For the half space

Z = UnU

it is

+

(l-c2U2)2-27eV(l-U2)

Z(U)

|

+c

EW

(9)

2(1-U 2 )

(13)
The limits of the integration are chosen to satisfy the condition I) " 1 at Z = 0.
All three terms in question may be taken into account in analytical

A plus sign before the inner square root is chosen to satisfy the condition
U = dU/dZ = 0 at Z » •, and the integral sign
evanescent wave localized near the surface.
integrand is real.

corresponds

to

calculations by expanding the integrand in (9) in power series in E
4
E

an

up to

terms of order

The solution (9) exists if the

The inner square root is equal to zero at

Z = cosh'Vd/U) - ( E 2 / 2 ) ( 1 + E 2 / 4 ) ( 1 - U V / 2 - ( 1 3 / 1 2 ) E A ( 1 - U 2 ) 3 / 2
U2

=

[2

+ 27E2 +

3/3(27E4+4E2-4}']/(56£2)

(10)

.
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So far
A

E < E n . where E
2
2

llf-7 + 4E. - 4 • 0> U

^dO.32 is the positive solution of the equation

For

surface wave solution.

+ (l/2)E 2 tanh 2 Z - (l/4)£ 4 tanh 2 Z +

+ (19/12) E 4 tanh 4 Z].

For such

(15)

From these expressions it follows that the second and the third terms on the

E < E Q the

right-hand side of Eq.(4) oppose

e > E - the integrand becomes complex and we have no
The limiting value

£„

is

a

surface localization of the wave as it

was expected from qualitative consideration.

very close but not

equal to the value 1/3, which corresponds to the limiting point of a real

At large amplitude, when

solution existence of dispersion relation (6).

E = t Q , the

nonlinear surface waves trans-

form into the bulk waves, described by the following expression obtained

For small amplitudes it is possible to neglect the terms involving
in Eq.(9).

(1/cosh Z

determined by (10) is complex and in the region of

integration in (9) the integrand is alvays real.
solution exists.

=

Then a simple analytical expression for

U

nay

E

from Eq.(7)

be found

U
U

=

(16)

(U)

1/cosh Z

This solution is similar to those obtained for electromagnetic nonlinear

This solution satisfies the boundary condition of the elastic stress absence

surface waves [1].

at a free surface of a half space aid it is also a particular solution for non-

It corresponds to the account of only the first term

in the right-hand side of Eq.(A).

The other two terms neglected in this

linear shear waves in a plate with free parallel faces and a depth equal ,tci
H =

approximation have always the sign opposite to that of the first term.

im, n

1,2,3,...

Hence under increasing amplitude these two terms will suppress the effect
of

surface

localization of nonlinear shear waves.

Taking into account

the first two terms in the right-hand side of Eq.(4) one comes to the
dependence

A few comments on the limitations of the developed theory.

should be small.

Z(U)

On the one hand, it is related to the neglect of the

terms above the third order in the amplitude in Eqs.(l) and (2).
U

... r.

dU
U

Z(U)

1
vhich may also be calculated analytically
-5-
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On the

other hand, we neglected the interaction of the fundamental wave with

TT

^-^~

As

mentioned above, one of them is the requirement that the wave amplitude

,

(12)

higher harmonics in Eq.(3).
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